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DIGITAL ELECTRIC CONTACT PRESSURE SWITCH 
 

Application: 

                           
7145 series digital electric-contact pressure switch 
adopts high precision pressure sensor (MCU chip), 
instead of mechanical spring structure, to keep it good 
shock and impact resistance. 
It is suitable for replacing mechanical type electric-
contact pressure gauge. And it is used in the conditions 
of frequent pressure shock and strong vibration, such as 
hydraulic mechanical hydraulic station, high pressure 
supercharging equipment, automatic production line, injection 
molding machine, high pressure cleaning machine, thermal 
mechanical equipment. 
Case are stainless steel AISI 304 , sensor and connection are 
AISI316L. 
Features: fast response, adjustable action pressure point, easy 
operation, a key to zero clear, switchable pressure units, etc.. 
 

Special Feature: 
 

4 digit LED show pressure in real time Good impact resistance, vibration resistance, 
long-term service 

Lower mounting and panel mounting are 
available 

 

Three pressure units available  

Specification: 

Dial size : 65,80,100 mm Alarm Method: Relay signal ( upper limit 
break, low limit contact), NC, NO 

Range : 0-0,1 bar to 0-1000 bar 
                           -1…0 bar 

Accuracy : +/- 1% FS,+/- 0,5% FS 

Overload Pressure: 150% Long-term Stability: Typical +/- 0,5% FS /year 

Alarm Point: Any point can be set within the 
range 

Load Capacity:    24VDC , 220 VAC, 380VAC  

Supply: 
24VDC , 220 VAC, 380VAC (Selectable) 

Pressure Connection: 1/4” BSP (other are 
customized) 

Operating Temperature: -20+80 ºC Connection Material: 316SS 

Compensation Temperature: -10+60 ºC Case : Engineering plastic 

Electric Protection: Short-circuit protection, 
Reverse voltage protection, anti-
electromagnetic interference 

Electric Connection:  
5 Fixed pin cable 
Power : red blue 
Output: black green, white 
Aviation plug outlet 
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Sampling Frequency: 5 times/sec Sensor : 316L SS 

Measurement Medium: Gas, liquid  

 

Dimension Drawing: unit mm 
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